Office Policies and Procedures
PLEASE READ AND INITIAL ALL SECTIONS BELOW:
_______ 1). A cordial and cooperative tone will facilitate communication with our staff and providers. Specialty Pain Management has
a very strict ZERO tolerance for abusive and aggressive behavior toward its staff; we do not permit patients to swear at our staff, nor
be rude, aggressive, belligerent or disruptive. Thank you for remaining calm and friendly.
_______ 2). All patients with pain perceive their symptoms to be special and urgent. We acknowledge that you may be experiencing
physical and emotional distress. However, all the patients referred to this clinic feel this same urgency to obtain treatment. Extraspecial consideration cannot routinely be granted in scheduling your visits and treatments due to time, space, and staff limitations.
Please know that we will do everything possible to serve you in a timely and effective manner within our limitations. Occasionally, a
medical emergency arises which may delay the day’s schedule – we appreciate your patience in these situations.
_______ 3). Chronic pain is NOT considered to be a medical emergency. Therefore, emergency access to our clinic is rarely
indicated. You may be referred back to your primary care physician or to an emergency facility if we cannot accommodate your urgent
needs. Please do not wait until the last minute to seek care for an escalating problem.
_______ 4). Arriving late for your appointment is very disruptive and makes it nearly impossible to maintain our commitment to serve
you in a timely manner. Therefore, our office has a 10-minute late policy. If you arrive 10 minutes after your scheduled appointment,
we will usually not be able to see you that day. We will reschedule your appointment for the next available time. Arriving late on a
routine basis for your scheduled appointments may be reason for dismissal from our clinic. THERE ARE NO EXCEPTIONS. Please
keep in mind this rule DOES NOT apply for the last appointment before lunch, nor the last appointment of the day, there is NO leeway
for these appointments. Out of courtesy, if you are running late please call the office to confirm we are still able to see you. PLEASE
REMEMBER THAT ANY LEEWAY IS A COURTESY AND NOT A GUARANTEE. We make every effort to give reminder calls for
upcoming appointments, but it is ultimately the patients’ responsibility to keep all scheduled appointments or give appropriate notice
for rescheduling or cancelling.
_______ 5). Missed appointments will be rescheduled at the next available time (possibly up to 3-4 weeks). We will not refill
medications in the interim, so try not to miss your scheduled appointment. Missing several appointments may be reason for dismissal
from our clinic.
_______ 6). When you call our clinic, you may be routed to a voice mailbox. Please leave your message. We listen to our messages
daily and will return your call within 24-48 business hours. Multiple phone calls on the same day for the same problem are very
disruptive and may cause delay in a call back. If you do this, you will be given a warning to desist. If this behavior continues, you may
be dismissed from our clinic.
_______ 7). If narcotics or other potent medications to treat your pain are prescribed, you will be asked to enter into a formal narcotic
agreement that outlines rules, risks, and conditions of continued access to these medications. Please remember, it is up to the
physician’s discretion if opiate medications are prescribed on the first visit.
_______ 8). Pain medication prescriptions are written for a 30-day supply. Medications are refilled once a month during a scheduled
office visit. As a rule, we do not call or fax narcotic prescription refills to the pharmacy. Lost or stolen medication will NOT be replaced
with a new prescription. Pain medication should be taken as directed as we do NOT provide early refills. Six months of pharmacy
records may be required before a narcotic prescription can be issued. Non-urgent calls regarding medication may be returned within
72 hours. Medication changes are addressed during scheduled office visits, not during/between procedure series. Before leaving the
office, it is recommended that patients schedule their next appointment to avoid any last-minute requests for an appointment which we
may not be able to accommodate.
_______ 9). Obtaining pain medications elsewhere without our specific written or verbal approval may be considered a sign of
possible narcotic addiction and may be reason for dismissal from our clinic.
_______ 10). It is your responsibility as the patient to inquire if you are due for a urine drug screen (UDS). Please ask the front desk
upon arrival if you are due for one BEFORE using the restroom. If a UDS is required, you may NOT leave the lobby/office once you
have checked in. If you do leave the office your urine is considered a fail and you may not receive your prescription and you may be
discharged from the practice. Furthermore, if we find reason you may be given a specific time limit to complete your UDS.
_______ 11). For female patients only: To the best of my knowledge I am NOT pregnant. If I am not pregnant, I will use appropriate
contraception/birth control during my course of treatment. I accept that it is MY responsibility to inform my physician immediately if I
become pregnant. If I am pregnant or am uncertain, I WILL NOTIFY MY PHYSICIAN IMMEDIATELY. All the above possible effects
of medication(s) have been fully explained to me and I understand that, at present, there have not been enough studies conducted on
the long-term use of many medication(s) i.e. opioids/narcotics to assure complete safety to my unborn child(ren). With full knowledge
of this, I consent to its use and DO NOT hold my physician liable for injuries to the embryo/fetus/ baby.

Following these guidelines is important for continued success in managing your pain. If our clinic guidelines are
unacceptable to you, you may choose to seek care from another source more suited to your desires. Thank, you for
your understanding. We consider it a privilege to serve you. We look forward to a happy and productive working
relationship.
Patient Name: ________________________________________________________ DOB: ___________________________
Signature: ___________________________________________________________ Date: ___________________________
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